Data governance
Develop and implement practices to ensure the management, accuracy, and reliability of SANDAG data

Organization structure
Conduct an independent review of department structure and staffing resources necessary for success

Stakeholder communication
Proactively inform member agencies, stakeholders, and the public to increase awareness of SANDAG programs and projects

Transparency initiatives
Enhance internal and external information sharing by ensuring SANDAG communications are straightforward, easy to understand, and reach a variety of audiences

Records management
Prepare policies, procedures, and training for SANDAG employees regarding the creation, maintenance, and retention of public records

Independent performance audits
Enhance operational oversight and review by establishing a Board-level audit program

Regional forecasting practices
Implement tools and practices to improve the accuracy, reliability, dissemination, and transparency of SANDAG forecasts

Cost and revenue plans
Improve communication of funding capacity, revenue projections, and project cost estimates
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